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Mental Health Disorders in Seniors should not be ignored
BY LISA BELL

According to the World Health
Organisation, the most common
mental and neurological disorders
among people aged 60 and older
are dementia and depression, which
affect approximately five to seven
per cent of the world's more ageing
population, respectively.
Anxiety disorders affect about
3.8 per cent of seniors worldwide.
While most have good mental
health, many older adults are at risk
of developing mental disorders,
neurological disorders or substance
use problems, and other health
conditions such as diabetes, hearing
loss, and osteoarthritis.
Many people think these ailments or
illnesses are avoidable, but truth be
told, age comes with a certain
amount of frailty, even simply in the
number. If these ailments could be
avoided, would that not be an
option on the menu of life?
There are a few warning signs of
mental illness to watch for,
especially when you have two or
more of these symptoms at any
given time, and there is some form
of help for all of them.
Long-lasting sadness or
irritability is something younger
people simply fob off as a sign of
old age, but it is a sign of mental
illness of sorts. Dopamine,
referred to as the brain's happy
drug, declines by around 10%
per decade from early
adulthood and has been
associated with decreases in
cognitive and motor
performance;
Extremely high and low moods
and excessive fear, worry, or
anxiety is another sheer sign of a
mental disorder or illness. It is
not uncommon for younger
generations to suffer from these
exact ailments, but the main
difference between younger and

older generations is how the
treatment plan works. Younger
people can often add physical
exercise and other mental
stimulation, which aids the
improvement of such ailments.
The older you are, you may
have other health hindrances
which further disable you and
contradict mental health
medication;
To be socially withdrawn is
another sign or symptom. As
you age, you become more
unsure of yourself with many
things you might have been
confident about when a little
younger;
Walking without aid, climbing
steps, getting in and out of a
bathtub are things taken for
granted until they are no longer
done with ease and often
cannot be done without help.
This feeling of helplessness
often angers the person, or
sometimes saddens them to
a state of total depression.
The feeling of having your
independence removed, often
when as a self-respecting adult,
you are not ready relinquish
that independence, is a state of
being you cannot imagine until
you are living it.

One of the most obvious signs of
poor or declining mental health is
changes in eating or sleeping
habits. These are more difficult to
be noticed by others as, generally,
everyone's eating and sleeping
habits vary, and we are not all in
sync with one another.
A dehydrated brain spurs on
forgetfulness, irritation and mood
swings, not helping the feeling of
'what's wrong with me?'.
There are, however, many ways to
prepare for these changes, and
thinking ahead and having a plan is a
good idea. Keep in touch with people,
stay as active as you can, do crosswords or puzzles; exercising the brain
is just as important as exercising the
body! If you need more help, reach
out to your local physician. Quality of
life is crucial, no matter your age!
Oasis Residents are fortunate to be
part of a caring community made up
of wonderfully warm-hearted staff
and fellow Residents. We are all
interconnected and you never need
to feel alone, as our beautiful
surroundings and five-star facilities
promote daily connection and a
lifestyle rich in activity and recreation,
keeping us mentally fit for as long as
possible.

FROM THE CHAIR

FROM THE
CHAIR
TOM KNIGHT
The primary purpose of the Nexus, as a medium, is
to keep readers (not only owners and Residents)
informed of the events, activities and news in
monthly circulation. The objective is to bring
factual, light-hearted articles and personalities to
the reader. However, some issues need to be
included of a more serious nature.
MY SERIOUS NEWS
We are now in our second year of the COVID-19
pandemic, and many, particularly at Oasis, have
adhered to the recommended COVID-19 protocols
for which the Board thanks you.
We are enjoying the Autumn days – the vaccine roll
out for our age group is imminent – activities have
been promoted in the Oasis Club House – and life
seems to carry on as usual.
While it may seem to many that the threatened
“Third Wave” has passed, and it would appear as if
the COVID-19 crisis is over, sadly, that is not the
actual situation. The Board wants to stress that
winter is approaching with all its negative health
risks, and COVID-19 remains a threat to further
infections and ultimate restrictions. Please take
care by observing the basics of hygiene, i.e. wear
masks in public places – maintain social distancing
and, more importantly, refrain from gathering in
large groups.
The positive news here is that the vaccination
programme is expected to roll out in the second
half of May this year!

THE GOOD NEWS
The Oasis Management and Directors have been
active with many projects during this COVID-19
restricted period.
The project to revive and refurbish the Oasis Club
Lounge, Bar, Coffee Shop, and dining area is well
advanced.
We anticipate giving Residents sight of the layout
before the end of May with implementation by the
end of July.
Hopefully, the COVID-19 restrictions would have
eased by then, which will enable us to socialise
more comfortably in our newly refurbished space.
Management is planning the opening to be a WOW
experience.
Please do watch out for the News Updates and
Notices – And stay healthy and safe.

Tom Knight

FROM THE MANAGER'S DESK

From the
Manager's Desk
BY SHARON LOYNES

Dear Residents,
Welcome to the month of the Mother!
On 09 May, we will celebrate Mother’s Day for all
those special ladies out there. Although I have two
grown children, this year has a special meaning for
me, as this will be my first year as Grandmother to
little Logan Cole Loynes (photo above right), born on
27 February - and growing so fast!
We wish all our Moms and Grandmas a very special
day of spoils and love on Mother’s Day 2021.
BRING THE VIBE BACK
It has been wonderful over the last couple of weeks
to see the Clubhouse and Oasis Resort come alive
as our Residents venture out more and more –
whether for exercise, a bite at the Clubhouse, or
simply to enjoy the camaraderie of others. With
great satisfaction, I see Residents basking in the sun
on the occasional chairs and couches in the various
lounge spaces that have been empty for some time.
A favourite of mine is our little groups of board
gamers starting to frequent the Clubhouse in the
afternoons, playing Scrabble or Mahjong for a few
hours after the lunch crowd has left. Frequently,
you can hear the Bridge Club ladies enjoying a gin
and laughter after their game in the bridge room as
the sun starts setting. All this laughter and chatter is
medicine for the soul.
RESTORE THE EARTH
On this note, our Earth Week Oasis 2021 was a
roaring success, with Lynn and her Team doing us
proud – from the décor to the eats to the Recyclinginspired fashion show presented by our very own
Oasis Models in Food and Beverage. The movie
afternoon, complete with popcorn and movie
snacks, has inspired the rebirth of a weekly movie
afternoon – please watch the updates and notice
boards for this. To commemorate the occasion of
Earth Week Oasis, our first formal tree planting was
held and enjoyed on a misty afternoon with chilled
Mimosas. Our guest of honour for this occasion was
Faye Salomon – one of the first Residents to
purchase an apartment at Oasis Retirement Resort.
Malikah and Hilary from the general office
supported enthusiastically – designing, pasting,
gluing, and packing items needed for lucky draws or

other items. Of course, this occasion would be
incomplete without our Greening Warriors working on
this week with us – side by side!
BACK TO THE FUTURE
While technology can challenge many of us at the best o
f times, our Oasis Management Team is dipping our
communal toe in these waters to assist us in becoming
more efficient. We recently acquired a state-of-the-art
printer – you will see that the notices are brighter!
Our Restaurant will be sporting a brand-new POS system
complete with tablets for orders at the tables to assist
with speeding up service. Lastly, with the help of the
electronic FIIX system, our maintenance planning will
allow us more effective short-term and long-term
planning.
COVID-A9 AND THE VACCINE
While we are all impatient to get back to life as it was,
and Residents long for more activities in the Clubhouse,
we are ever-careful of the threat that the virus brings. We
plan activities with this in mind and ask that Residents be
patient with us. We have heard the requests for speakers
and entertainment activities and will start to prepare all
these while keeping our eyes solidly on the statistics.
Remember that you can register for the vaccine and get
assistance from Reception should you battle with this or
are uncertain.
THANK YOU
A huge thank you to the Directors and Residents for my
lovely office, which I moved into recently. I feel well and
truly spoilt.
This also sets the tone for the future of the Clubhouse,
where a redecoration project is in its infancy.
We have an exciting new chapter planned for the
Clubhouse and our Residents and will share these with
you as soon as we are ready.
Have a happy and safe May!

Sharon Loynes

WILLIAM'S WORDS

William's Words
There has been movement at Oasis with newcomers,
and we hope that they will enjoy their stay here
amongst the Oasis family. We have had a couple of
moves away from Oasis, which is rare, but we
understand that people want to be closer to their
families.
As I write this, we are delighted to hear that the over
60s can register for the COVID-19 vaccine online via
the following link: https://vaccine.enroll.health.gov.za.
Hilary at reception has already registered many of
those who don't use computers, and we can assist
others if needed.

BY WILLIAM MCMURTRIE

days before the firefighters got it under control. This
has been devastating, and our hearts go out to those
brave firefighters who risk it all as part of a day’s
work, the generous volunteers who just go out
because they care, and to those who lost their
homes in the process. It is also very sad to hear
about the historical buildings that were affected. We
do hope they can rebuild them as they were.
The Oasis Spare Key audit is going very well. Many
residents have handed in spare keys. This should
ensure a prompt response when the need arises and
will definitely be beneficial in emergencies.

Tony and Nico (Plumbers) have done a great job
cleaning the ponds at Oasis. It is a huge task
removing the sludge, getting it into skips and off the
premises. This is still a work in progress, and we look
forward to the ponds being filled again.

Residents are aware of the daily updates we send
out via email. If you are not getting the daily news,
please inform the office as we don’t want you to miss
out. Note that this service is only for Residents and
not people working for Residents.

Take a look at this photo, taken by Mr Joe Franco, of
the Table Mountain fire that raged on for a couple of

Please keep the office informed of expected
contractors as this will assist with our dailies.
A reminder not to have contractors at Oasis over
weekends or public holidays, as we need to respect
the other Residents and avoid noisy works at such
times.
Keep Well and Keep Safe.
Regards,
William

SERVING YOU – SECURING YOU

Serving You, Securing You.
BY ANDRE VAN WYK

In this edition, we will step away
from the Security aspect of our
systems and focus on the
Concierge Services available to
our Residents. Keep in mind to
make your Concierge the first
point of contact should you
need help with the following:
Providing information about
activities at The Oasis Resort;
When needing assistance in
collecting or bringing
luggage or heavy items to
and from your apartment;
Wake-up call requests;
Experiencing problems with
your landline;
Should your electricity have
tripped within your
apartment;
For any after-hours (after
5 pm) assistance;
Need the use or collection of
the vehicle battery jump
starter from the Oasis Club;
Needing to contact a
Durable (cleaning company)
employee.
The Concierge will alert his
Team Leader should he be
unable to assist personally.

April has had its highs and its
lows. The high for me would be
the First Aid Training Initiative
the Oasis Resort has embarked
on. In our continuous efforts to
preserve our Residents' wellbeing and those who enter
Oasis’ gates, it was decided that
selected staff from various
departments would be trained
to become qualified Level One
First Aiders.
The course was held over two
very enjoyable and educational
days during which staff became
very familiar with the human
anatomy.
Team Leader, Monyane, was
one of the staff who completed
the training and here is his
feedback:
“I'm Tlhokomelo Elvis
Monyane working at Oasis
Retirement Resort as a Team
Leader in the Concierge
Department. Firstly, I would
like to thank Oasis for looking
after us, the staff, and helping
me to improve my standard
while I’m working at Oasis.

Recently, I finished my First Aid
Level 1, and it was a good
experience. A young medic,
Kirsten, was our instructor, and
she not only taught us how to
perform Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR) but also
various other aspects of
emergency response e.g. what
to do when arriving at a scene
where a person is in distress
and how to give first aid to
someone who is injured or sick.
The First Aid Course was
incredibly beneficial and, in
fact, will benefit all - the Oasis
Residents, the staff, my family
and my community.”
To add to Monyane’s
experiences, I have to say a Big
Thank You to George! Without
George’s help and flexible torso,
not one of us in the class would
have passed the course.
(George is the life-size mannequin
the instructor allowed each of us
to practice CPR on.)
In conclusion, continue to take
care of yourselves and be safe.

OASIS BIRD LIST

Oasis Bird List

BY TONY ROSS
OF PALME D’OR 901

There are a couple of additions to the Bird list, that I have seen
recently – Common Waxbill and the exquisite Malachite Kingfisher.
Neither surprising because both are resident at Intaka.
African Marsh Warbler
African Sedge Warbler
Banded Martin
Blacksmith Plover
Brimstone Canary
It's easy to play Sudoku.
Brownthroated Martin
Simply fill every column,
row and 3x3 box so they contain
Cape Canary
every number
Cape Robin
between 1 and 9.
Cape Sparrow
Click to open its online version
Cape Turtle Dove
Cape Wagtail
Cape Weaver
Cape White-eye
Common Waxbill
Darter
Egyptian Goose
European Swallow
Feral Pigeon
Fiscal Shrike
Greater Striped Swallow
Grey Heron
Hadeda Ibis
Hartlaub’s Gull
House Sparrow
Klaus’s Cuckoo
Double-collared Sunbird
Laughing Dove
Little Egret
Malachite Kingfisher
Masked Weaver
Olive Thrush
Peregrine Falcon
Pied Crow
Pintailed Whydah
Purple Heron
Red-eyed Dove
Redwinged Starling
Reed Cormorant
Rock Kestrel
Rock Pigeon
Sacred ibis
Spotted Dikkop
Spotted Prinia
Cormorant
Yellow Canary
Yellowbilled Duck

let's play
sudoku

STAFFING AROUND

Meet the Staff
BY ANDRE VAN WYK

OSMAN MUNGWE
CONCIERGE

"I feel privileged
and thankful that
I was given an
opportunity to
prove myself .”

"I love turning great ideas into reality and
believe one should always approach life with a
positive attitude. ”
- Osman Mungwe

My name is Osman B. Mungwe. I am originally from Congo but grew up
in Zambia.
Hard work does not bother me. I enjoy facing challenges, and I always
ensure that all I do is organised. I am the type of person that never gives
up until I have achieved what I set out to achieve. The opportunity to
work with people from all walks of life is what I enjoy most working at
Oasis. I generally keep my cool under pressure and do not quickly lose
my temper. I love turning great ideas into reality and believe one should
always approach life with a positive attitude.
I am assertive when needed and have the utmost respect for my fellow
man. Working at Oasis has afforded me time with people who are always
willing to teach, and I value their advice greatly as it helps me grow. This
has also made me aware of my shortcomings and the areas I need to
focus on and improve on.
Working at Oasis has been a highlight of my life as it has led to my
personal growth, and I know there is so much more to learn and
experience. What I have gained at Oasis is a gift I will always cherish
moving forward.
Warmest Regards, Osman

ABONGILE WELCOME NTUNJA
CONCIERGE

My name is Abongile Welcome Ntunja, though
some call me “Ninja”. I live in Crossroads, but I
am originally from a small village called
Mahusana, Willowvale, in the Eastern Cape.
- Abongile Ntunja
I studied at Nquba Primary School under
Principal Mr M. Thuse.
My hobbies at school were soccer and athletics, and I enjoyed Mathematics
and Science. I completed my schooling at Nqubara Senior Secondary under
Principal K. Jobela.
I came to Cape Town in 2015 and started working at a company called
Masiyahle, where we distributed food to various schools in the Western Cape.
I stayed at Masiyahle for two years before I decided to study to become a Security Officer. Once I became a
registered Security Officer, I joined the security team at Cape Town Airport International. I worked at the
airport for three years, after which I joined The Oasis Resort as a Concierge in May 2019. I feel privileged and
thankful that I was given an opportunity to prove myself here at Oasis. I have learned a lot over the last two
years, especially how it pays to be flexible when dealing with people. I also want to thank the Residents and
Oasis Management for supporting us during the lockdown period last year. If not for your help, it would have
been impossible to support our families during that time.
I wish all the best to our Residents, Management and colleagues for the future.
Kind Regards, Abongile Welcome Ntunja

GREENING OASIS

Earth Week Oasis - The Greening Group from LtR: Jenny Hobbs, Avril Fourie (Ywaste), Edith Sievers,
Faye Salomon (Guest of Honour), Tom Knight, Ani Schneider, Siegi Juhnke, Eric Salomon, Jan Visser (Back),
Irene Juhnke, Carol Avinir (front), Sharon Loynes (Oasis GM)

Jocelin Kagan – Author of “Africa’s Wild
Dogs – A Survival Story” – and Guest
Speaker for Earth Week Oasis

BULLETIN #14 : Oasis Celebrations for Earth Day
BY THE OASIS GREENING TEAM

Oasis was en fête for the days
leading up to and including Earth
Day for two reasons:
To celebrate our recycling
successes as a concerned
community, and;
To spur foot-draggers to
become more involved in the
crucial campaign of our time
for a cleaner, greener, less
polluted world.
With the help of recycling
partners Wasteplan, Ywaste and
the City of Cape Town, your
Greening Team aims for Oasis to
be a role model – no less! – for
other concerned communities in
Century City and further afield.
Planning to celebrate Earth Day
was a team effort, with
everyone’s contribution making a
difference. Events planned at a
series of Zoom and other
meetings were coordinated and
driven with zeal by GM Sharon
Loynes, Irene Juhnke and her
husband Siegi (who manfully
manned the demo desk in the
Clubhouse every day). Natasha
Lassen (of Cocodash and our
Nexus designer) designed an

illustrated recycling pamphlet
that went under every resident’s
door. Catering fundi Lynn
MacDonald and her kitchen
team produced at least one
green dish for their delicious
daily lunches, culminating in
edible bowls – the height of
organic recycling 😊.
On the first morning, Tom
Knight (initiator of the recycling
vision) started the event off by
introducing Emile Fourie of
Ywaste, who demonstrated and
explained his compost process –
heaven for those of us who have
been gardeners – followed in
the afternoon by a screening of
David Attenborough’s
memorable and absorbing A Life
on our Planet –accompanied by
popcorn and treat snack parcels
with fudge.
The second day featured a
fashion show: Le Garbaghe
Collection by Oasis Models and
designers – fun for all and a
roaring success, judging by the
applause. Prizes were handed
out by organiser Edith Sievers
and Elizabeth Gcwabe, the

recycling warrior from Dunoon
who works in the waste rooms
every day, separating our
reusable items into separate
bags.
As the days progressed, the
enthusiasm increased, and more
residents joined the action. On
Earth Day itself, an indigenous
Natal mahogany tree was
planted near the croquet pitch –
in partly-Oasis-generated
compost. This special ceremony
honoured one of our earliest
residents, entertainment's guru
Faye Salomon, cheered on by a
Bucks Fizz-swigging circle.

GREENING OASIS

The dining room was full to
bursting for the scrumptious
Earth Day meal and two lucky
draws – for three copies of David
Attenborough’s A Life on our
Planet (kindly donated by Penguin
Random House) and six vouchers
for nifty recyclable luggage
protectors (kindly donated by
team member Jan Visser).

The programme closed with
a presentation by wildlife
photographer and campaigner
Jocelin Kagan of ‘Africa’s Wild
Dogs: A Survival Story’, followed
by tea or coffee and cream
scones. In attendance on Earth
day was Linda McCullough of
Exclusive Books with a display
of Jocelin’s and other relevant

books for all ages.
The general sentiment voiced
by those who attended these
festivities with a serious purpose
was, ‘Interesting and fun’.
Well done, the Greening Team
and all who participated!

THIS EDITION OF NEXUS HAS BEEN
PRINTED ON 100% RECYCLED PAPER
LESS AND LESS WASTE TO LANDFILL.
OUR ONGOING WORK TOWARDS A GREENER, CLEANER
EARTH IS OUR LEGACY FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS

NEWS FROM THE SALES OFFICE

News from the
Sales Office
WITH REGARDS FROM CINDY SHEARD,
LINDA BUTLER & LORENDA GERRYTS

As we enter a possible 3rd wave
of COVID-19, it is interesting to
note just how the change in our
lifestyles over the past year has
had a major impact on the
decisions that buyers make when
it comes to purchasing property.
Lifestyle Estates, such as
The Oasis Retirement Resort, are
set to become the preferred
choice for persons looking for
luxury, health, security, outdoor
exercise space, ‘social distancing
with socialising’ and work from
home space.
An interesting article that
appeared on the PROPERTY24
website on 05 April 2021 deals
with this very issue:
BUYERS FINDING VALUE IN
SECURE LIFESTYLE ESTATES
While the concept of ‘luxury’ means
a variety of things to different
people when it comes to their
primary residence - particularly
since the advent of the Covid-19
pandemic and ongoing levels of
lockdown - there are several key
factors that buyers seek when
buying a home.
Tania Smit, who heads up Pam
Golding Auctions, says perhaps the
most important of these is the
lifestyle afforded by a luxury home.
She mentions that especially as
many people are now following the
need for social distancing, placing
importance on health and
generous amounts of indoor /
outdoor areas for exercise,

focusing on family activities and
looking for workspaces.
“As the remote working trend
continues and even gathers
momentum, highly desirable,
secure locations are garnering
increasing interest among
homebuyers, as evidenced by
luxury homes in the price range
from approximately R5 million
upwards achieving solid, marketrelated prices in a broad range of
sought-after destinations which
offer highly appealing lifestyles,”
says Smit.
“Of note is that homes in secure,
lifestyle estates retain their ongoing
attraction, especially those with
sizeable outdoor spaces, amenities,
cutting edge technology, security
and eco-friendly and energy-saving
features. I find that the majority of
buyers are looking for the peace of
mind that comes with the security
and lifestyle these estates offer,
coupled with value for money.
More modern homes and
properties that require little or no
work are becoming more sought
out in comparison to those that
have become somewhat dated and
need to be refreshed or renovated,”
says Linda Nunes, Pam Golding
Properties agent at Eagle Canyon
Golf Estate in Johannesburg West.
Jeanine Allen, an agent in
Franschhoek, says security, privacy
and tranquillity is of major
importance to the buyer.

Quality, style and sophistication in
a safe environment - in areas that
rewards long term investment
epitomise key aspects for luxury
home buyers in this scenic, globally
renowned Cape Winelands.
Features that add appeal,
particularly since Covid include
attractive entertainment facilities,
including a gym and cinema room,
office space, large landscaped
gardens and space in general.
However, homes that are not
realistically priced will not sell.”
After reading this article, we
believe that our product,
The Oasis Retirement Resort, is
ultimately what purchasers in the
retirement market are looking
for. At this particular time, it
offers purchasers security,
healthcare, outdoor space,
indoor socialising space with
social distancing, and a work
from home option. Added to this
are the facilities offered in close
walking distance to the resort.
This month, we sold a twobedroom apartment in Palm
Springs (subject to the buyer’s
current home sale in another
resort).

This month we welcome:
Mrs Friedman a tenant in
PG306
We wish you many happy years
here at Oasis.

CARE CENTRE AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CORNER

World Hand
Hygiene Day
Each year the World Health
Organisation (WHO) saves lives with
the ‘clean your hands’ campaign that aims to
maintain a global profile on the importance of
hand hygiene in health care and ‘bringing the
people together’ in support of hand hygiene
improvement.
Dr Edward Kelly, WHO Director of Service
Delivery and Safety, says that Healthcare
Associated Infections (HAI) are of such a
magnitude that “… we need to focus on
something that is truly actionable and can save
many lives. This action is hand hygiene, the
flagship of WHO’s patient safety work.”
World Hand Hygiene Day is designed to
foster and support a global and local
culture of handwashing by shining
the spotlight on the state of
handwashing around the world, and
raising awareness about the benefits of
handwashing.
Hand hygiene is a critical component in
preventing the transmission of infectious
agents, such as bacteria and viruses by health
care workers and society in general.

MAY

05

Seconds Saves Lives
Clean Your Hands

Go turquoise for the
Elderly Campaign
MAY

15

Older people are
often seen as soft targets for crime,
abuse, exploitation and neglect. You can help by
wearing the colour turquoise on this day to
support the campaign and to demonstrate
solidarity. 15 May to 15 June.

World Hypertension
Day
The aim of this day is to educate the
public and increase awareness of
hypertension, which is also commonly
known as high blood pressure.
Hypertension is a major cause of a
range of health problems such as
strokes, heart attacks and kidney disease,
and can also contribute to dementia.
Many people who suffer from
hypertension do not know that they
have it as there are often no obvious
symptoms and they only find out they have the
disease after suffering a heart attack or stroke.

Join this turquoise
campaign to
demonstrate
that the elderly
are not
forgotten!!

Measure your blood pressure accurately,
control it, and live longer.

MAY

17

Increasing hypertension awareness and
early control has become even more
crucial as hypertension increases the
risk of Covid-19 related mortality.
Lifestyle changes that individuals can
make to improve blood pressure include:
Losing weight, if overweight;
Eating more polyunsaturated fats;
Reducing the salt content of
your diet;
Regular exercise;
Not smoking.

A PINCH OF SALT

Warm Greetings, Goodly People!
I love to bake bread. I find it
soothing and am at peace when
I do it. My best time to bake is on
a cold winter’s day with the rain
pelting down on the roof. The
smell that then fills my home as I
bake is amazing. It is a scent
filled with comfort, love, and all
sorts of emotions rolled into the
flour.
One of my best breads is Pane
Siciliano – Bread of Sicily.
On 13 December, feasts are held
in Sicily, celebrating the bravery
of St. Lucia. One way of
celebrating is by baking this
particular bread. What is
unusual about this bread is that
it’s baked with Semolina. It’s
generally shaped into one of two
forms: the ‘Occhi di Santa Lucia’
meaning the eyes of St Lucia or
‘Mafalda’ meaning snake. I opt
for the eyes.
I made a batch on 12 April for
the Monday Lunchers. This is
what they looked like before
baking:

And after:

a pinch of salt .

When I make bread at home, I
am the main attraction. For
some reason, my beasties just
adore homemade bread. From
the minute I start baking until
it comes out of the oven, they
are in the kitchen checking up
on me. And, when they hear
the first crackle of the knife
through the crust … well, they
just about climb the counter to
get a bite.
I am not Jewish, but Challah is
one of my favourites. Not only
is the dough extremely
versatile - it can be made into
loaves or braided, and makes
terrific dinner rolls as well as
outstanding French toast the
next day - but it is a fairly
simple dough to make, and if
you braid it, it looks
spectacular. It will definitely
impress your family and
friends at the table. The bread
is egg-rich and wonderfully
soft, with a crisp outer crust. If
you think you are braidchallenged, shape it into
loaves or dinner rolls, but
honestly, braiding isn’t hard to
master.

BY LYNN MACDONALD

After waxing lyrical about
Challah, I cannot not mention
Babka, which hopefully some of
you would have already
sampled as part of the Thursday
special we have on offer on, you
guessed it, Thursdays!
As per the NYT, back in the day,
Babka was just a nice Jewish
cake from the old country with
barely any recognition beyond
the lox-loving set.
Arguably, too rich for breakfast
and too bready for dessert, a
Babka is there to be noshed on
all day long — with coffee, with
tea or by itself after the last
bagel has been schmeared and
has disappeared.
Beneath the bumpy hazelnuts
and sunken crust lies a soft
yeast-risen cake, buttery as
brioche, shot through with
sticky, fudgy veins of chocolate,
and drenched in enough sugar
syrup to render it moist, tender
and just the slightest bit sticky.
The first rule of making Babka is
that one should never enter
into it lightly. Babkas need time.
Making the dough is an exercise
in patience. It needs to be
slowly coaxed into its silky self.

ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL

Entertainment for All
BY FAYE SALOMON

The days are getting shorter, and
this is the first sign that winter is
on its way.
We, your entertainment
committee, have to start planning
for colder and wetter days, and
because of Coronavirus, we have
to be more imaginative with our
suggestions.
This past month we planned to go
to various wine farms, but they
too are experiencing difficulties,
and many had to close their
restaurants during the week. Now
that winter is approaching, it will
be even more difficult as the
restaurants will not get the
tourists they have had in the past
and they may open on even less
days.
We cancelled the outing to Cape
Point Vineyards as they were
closed, and so we arranged to visit

Pinch of Salt continued....
Once there, aka Greta Garbo, it
‘vants to be alone’, and so you let
it sulk in the fridge overnight.
Leave it there for at least 24
hours. Remove it from the fridge
the next day, and know that you
will have to let it warm up to you
slowly before shaping.

Delheim instead. They actually
opened the restaurant especially
for us, and there were only two
or three other customers. The
grounds are well maintained,
and it is such a well-loved venue.
They served us a lovely lunch,
and were very hospitable. We
bought wine and olives and
enjoyed one of the last days of
summer.
We planned to go to Glen Carlou,
and there again, as their art
exhibition closed on 22 April,
they decided to open their
restaurant only over the
weekend. A couple of years ago
we had an excellent lunch at De
Volkskombuis and decided to go
there instead and to visit the
fascinating old well-known shop
Oom Samie se Winkel in
Stellenbosch. This little shop
holds such memories, and you

could buy a long-forgotten sweet
or spice.
At the end of May, we are
planning an outing to the
Pajamas and Jam Eatery. I have
been told that this is quite a
special treat. It is a little shop in
The Strand that sells ‘goodies’
and old-world memorabilia.
They have a sumptuous menu
with bowls, light meals and
desserts that you cannot resist.
Very charming and unique.
If you have any suggestions for
outings, we welcome them, so
please do keep in touch with us.
Newcomers at Oasis are
welcome, so join us. Please
contact us if you wish to go on
the outings - Faye at 2408 or
Shirley at 3207 as we can only
take phone bookings.

You might be wondering why I
am enthusing about bread,
glorious bread. Well, watch this
space: for you few, you lucky
few, there might just be
homemade bread available to
purchase in the coffee shop one
of these fine days. The loaf is all
you ‘knead’.
Blue Skies, Lynn

CENTURY CITY ON THE GROW

Century City. Smart City - Smart Choice.
BY NATALIE DU PREEZ
RABIE PROPERTY GROUP

“Being a Smart City is not
something we aspire to be. We are
a living Smart City with a proven
track record of innovation spanning
two decades,” says Chris
Blackshaw, CEO of Century City
Property Owners’ Association
(CCPOA).
Over the last 20 years, the 250ha
Century City has grown into a
multi-generational precinct,
successfully managed by the
CCPOA. The precinct includes five
hotels, Century City Conference
Centre, a Curro Junior and Senior
School, two Educare centres,
Oasis Luxury Retirement Resort
and Oasis Care Centre for the
frail and elderly. Furthermore,
454 250m² of commercial space
and 212 000m² of retail space is
owned by several landlords and
either owner-occupied or rented
out, resulting in more than 700
businesses who employ
thousands. Century City has 21million visitors a year and more
than 4 000 front doors with an
estimated 12 000 people who live
in the precinct.
“Being a Smart City is the
culmination of all the best practices
that the CCPOA activates and
adheres to daily, some of which
have been in place since inception.”
explains Blackshaw. “Announcing
that Century City is already a Smart
City across various segments and is
continuously working towards
improving and innovating on these
segments and adding more, aims to
raise awareness of what is on offer
in the precinct for businesses,
residents, and visitors. It also
establishes itself as the country’s
first implemented Smart City.
Whereas intent has been
announced and plans are being put
in place in other areas and estates,
Century City has a proven track
record of successfully practicing
expertise and innovation across the

Smart City segments we have
identified.”
Century City’s Smart City
philosophy is to integrate and
engrain Smart City practices
through encouraging all Century
City stakeholders - the
landowners, developer,
residents, and tenants, as well as
external role players such as
service providers - to be active
participants in the goal of
Century City not only being a
Smart City but transforming
itself into a Future City. This
entails stakeholders aligning the
way they approach, activate,
invest and action their unique
positions within Century City,
with the goal of creating and
sustaining a Future City.
Blackshaw explains how Century
City implements this philosophy:
“We have identified 5 key Smart
City Segments which are the
foundation of our Smart City
philosophy in practice, namely:
Smart Urban Precinct
Management, Smart
Environmental Sustainability,
Smart Community, Smart
Connectivity & Communication
and Smart Safety & Security. Over
the coming months, we will focus
on each of these segments
showing how Century City
implements its Smart City
practices across the board. We will
be expanding in detail on vital
aspects such as our open access
fibre network that’s been in place
across the precinct for a decade,
the fact that we have been using

treated effluent for irrigation and
toilets since inception, and that we
have a spectacular nature reserve,
Intaka Island, within the precinct
and all the innovative ways that we
are conserving and educating our
community on environmental
sustainability.”
Launched on 09 April, and
forming part of the Smart
Community segment, a
free Century City app is now
downloadable for Android and
Apple. “Our custom designed app
plugs into our community by giving
access to the latest on what’s
happening in Century City.” explains
Blackshaw. “It’s also a platform for
businesses within the precinct to
connect with our community and
vice versa, including a full business
directory. In addition, the app
allows users to check live traffic
camera footage that updates every
minute, and they can report
maintenance and infrastructure
faults directly to our Security
Operations Centre (SOC).
Another handy functionality is that
you can make a call directly to the
SOC in the case of an emergency.”
“We believe that Century City plays a
significant role in the greater Cape
Town, not only in terms of creating a
desirable and safe precinct to live,
work, shop and leisure, but it also
serves as an important tourist
destination. With a thriving
community, beautiful green spaces,
and a growing Art Trail, all woven
together and interlinked with
technology, we invite you to live and
experience our Smart City!”

For more information on Century City Smart City, visit: centurycity.co.za/smart-city
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LEFT: Facilitated by Mr Bill Wilson of Palm Brook 401, the
Rotary Club Century City sponsored a small token of thanks
to the staff for their roles played during Covid.
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